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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS

When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should 
always be followed, including the following:
1. Read all instructions.
2. To protect against risk of electrical shock, do not put cord, plug, 
base, or motor in water or other liquid.

3. This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including 
children) with reduced physical, sensory, or mental capabilities, or 
lack of experience and knowledge, unless they are closely 
supervised and instructed concerning use of the appliance by a 
person responsible for their safety. Close supervision is necessary 
when any appliance is used by or near children. Children should be 
supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance. 

4. Unplug cord from outlet when not in use, before putting on or 
taking off parts, and before cleaning.To unplug, grasp the plug and 
pull from the outlet. Never pull from the power cord.

5. Avoid any contact with blades or moveable parts.
6. Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug, or after 
the appliance malfunctions, or is dropped or damaged in any 
manner. Call our toll-free customer service number for information 
on examination, repair, or electrical or mechanical adjustment.

7. The use of attachments, including canning jars, not recommended 
or sold by the appliance manufacturer may cause a risk of injury to 
persons.

8. Do not use outdoors.
9. Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter or touch hot 
surfaces, including stove.

10.This appliance is intended for household use only. Use for food or 
liquids only.

11.Always make sure juicer cover is clamped securely in place before 
motor is turned on. Do not unfasten clamps while juicer is in 
operation.

12.Be sure to turn switch to OFF position after each use of your 
juicer. Make sure the motor stops completely before disassembling.
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13.Do not put your fingers or other objects into the juicer opening 
while it is in operation. If food becomes lodged in opening, use food 
pusher or another piece of fruit or vegetable to push it down. When 
this method is not possible turn the motor off and disassemble juicer 
to remove the remaining food.

14.Do not use the appliance if the rotating sieve is damaged.
15.Do not operate without the pulp container in place.
16.This appliance has a polarized plug (one blade is wider than the 
other). To reduce the risk of electric shock, this plug is intended to fit 
into a polarized outlet only one way. If the plug does not fit fully into 
the outlet, reverse the plug. If it still does not fit, contact a qualified 
electrician. Do not attempt to modify the plug in any way.

17.A. A short power supply cord is provided to reduce the risk 
resulting from becoming entangled in or tripping over a longer cord.

B. Extension cords are available and may be used if care is exercised 
in their use.

C. If an extension cord is used
(1) the marked electrical rating of the extension cord should be at 
least as great as electrical rating of the appliance

(2) the longer cord should be arranged so that it will not drape over 
the counter or table top where it could be pulled on by children or 
tripped over unintentionally.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY



Product name

Juicer

Power CapacityModel

MJ-WJS2005PW

Voltage

120V~

Frequency

60Hz Max.200W 1.0L

Juice cup lid 

Drive shaft  

Filter

Fine strainer 

Juice cup 

 Main unit  Pusher 

 Note: The above picture is only for reference since the appearance of the product has lightly difference, 
            please see the real product in the package. 

Ice cream strainer

Cleaning brush 
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Product technical parameters

Parts name and accessories

Juice collector

Plup collector



1. How to assemble the seasoning valve at the bottom of the juicing 
cup.
Push the seasoning valve at the bottom of the juicing cup into the 
"Hard fruits" position in the direction shown.
Note: The seasoning valve must be installed in place; otherwise 
there will be leakage problems.
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Cautions Before Use

Assembly Method

1. Please do not operate the product continuously. If it exceeds 20 minutes, please stop and cool for 
20 minutes before continuing juicing to prevent damage to the product.

2. For ingredients with high fibre content (celery, etc.), please cut into pieces around 5 to 10 cm long 
and 1.5 to 2.5 cm width before putting into the machine. (For fibre rich ingredients, it is best to cut 
into pieces no more than 3 cm long, then slowly put into the machine.)

3. Extremely hard ingredients such as cereals, sugar cane and ginger are not suitable for juicing.
4. For hard seed ingredients such as cherries, grapefruit, etc., please make sure to deseed; For lemon, 

orange and other fruits, it is best to be peeled and deseeded, so as it will not affect the fruit juice 
taste.

5. When processing harder fruits and vegetables, the machine will experience "squeaky" fricative 
sounds, and the product may experience slight shaking. This situation is normal and please uses it 
with confidence.

6.  Please use fresh fruits and vegetables for juicing, for fruits and vegetables stored in the refrigerator, 
soak in water for more than 10 minutes before processing, the effect will be better.

7.  When processing fruits and vegetables with deeper pigments, such as carrots, beetroots, etc., there 
will be mild staining of the juice cups and other parts, which is a normal situation.

8.  Before starting the machine, please confirm that the juice cup lid is installed in place.
9.  When putting in ingredients, it should be put in slowly one by one; the ingredients must be 

processed before putting in the next ingredients.

Seasoning valve 

Complete installation in position

Hard fruits

Soft fruits

2.Install the juice cup onto the main unit.
Align the juicing cup to the fixed point on the main unit and push 
down, and rotate the juicing cup lightly until it is installed in place.

Fixed point
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3.Install the filter into the juicing cup.

4.Install the drive shaft into the middle of the filter and press down 
until it stops.

5.Install the juice cup lid.
Align “    ” on the juice cup lid with “▲”on the juicing cup, turn 
the juice cup lid clockwise so that the juice cup cover “    ” 
could align with “▲”on the juicing cup.

6.As shown in the figure, place the juice cup.
Note:
The product is not equipped with a slag cup. It is 
recommended to use a fruit plate and tableware as slag 
container.



Functional Description

Usage
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Forward: For squeezing fresh juice and making ice cream.
Off: Stop the machine after the juicing process is completed.
Reverse: Lifts the fruits and vegetables upwards, solve the stuck issue when juicing; the stuck issue         

occurs during the process of juicing or making ice cream; the machine reverses to protect 
the machine from overloading of ingredients or hardened ingredients, and corrects the juice 
extraction process.

The respective fruits correspond to seasoning valve:
Soft fruits: soft fruit: orange, watermelon, red grape, pineapple, cucumber, tomato, ice cream
Hard fruits: hard fruit + fibre rich Ingredients: apple, pear, celery, carrot, pomegranate
Warning
1. Please do not press the button with wet hands. It is prohibited to idling products for a long period 
of time before putting in fruits and vegetables.
2. Please do not adjust the seasoning valve frequently during the juicing process.

Pusher

Knob

Fruit and 
vegetable 
cubes

Chute

Soft fruitsHard fruits

Hard fruits

Soft fruits

Soft fruits

2. When the machine suddenly stops during operation, first press the button to the “Stop” position, 
then press to the “Reverse” position, so that the ingredients held in the drive shaft would be 
pushed up, and then presses the button to the “forward” position. (Repeat three times or so).
Warning
①When the machine is in the “Reverse” mode, please hold the juice cup lid gently with your 

hand (to prevent the juice cup lid getting loose).
②After the above operation, if it still does not operate, please remove the juice cup and wash 

completely.

1. Put the washed large pieces of fruits and vegetables into the feeding 
chute, turn the knob to pour the fruits and vegetables into the feeding 
chute, and put the small pieces of fruit and vegetables from the small 
feeding chute. After putting the material, push the material with a 
pushing rod.
Note:
Please use fresh fruits and vegetables for juicing, for fruits and 
vegetables stored in the refrigerator, soak in water for more than 
10 minutes before processing, the effect will be better.
Warning
①This product is not suitable for crushing cereals, sugarcane and 

other hard fruits.
②For fruits with hard cores, remove cores before juicing.
③For celery and other coarse fiber fruit, washing after juicing 0.5Kg.



Disassembly Method
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3. You may keep the juice outlet lid closed during juicing. When the 
juice output reaches a certain quantity, open the lid and receive the 
juice with the juice collector.

Benefits:
①Reduce the exposure to air and slow down the oxidization 

process.
②A variety of fruits and vegetables can be used to extract the 

mixed fruit juice.

Juice 
outlet is 
closed

Juice 
outlet is 
open

4. After the juicing process, press the button to the "Stop" position 
and unplug the power cord.
Recommendations:
Please do not store the squeezed juice for long time.

1. Press the button to stop the machine and unplug the power cord.
Recommendations:
After the juicing process, press the button to the "Reverse" position and hold for few seconds for 
easy disassembly and cleaning.

2. Grasp the juice cup lid by hand, and rotate the juice cup 
cover counter-clockwise as shown in Fig. ①, rotate to the 
position shown in Fig. ② and pull up the juice cup lid to 
disassemble.

3. Grab the juice outlet on the juicing cup and lift it upwards 
to disassemble (see Figure ③).



Ice cream making method
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4. Take out the drive shaft and filter assembly (as shown in 
Fig. ④).

5. Disassemble the drive shaft and filter separately (as shown in 
Fig. ⑤).

Mango and Banana Ice cream
① Cut the mango meat and banana into small cubes, and freeze for 8-12 hours in freezer.
② Remove from freezer and thaw the frozen fruits for few minutes under room temperature to relieve the 

hardness;
③ Place the special ice cream filter into the juicer, start the machine, put the frozen mango and banana pieces in 

the feeding chute.
④ The ice cream could be consumed directly.
Reminder: the banana ice cream should be consumed as soon as possible.

Please put fruits such as bananas (peeled), durian (deseeded), and strawberries (capped) in the 
freezer for more than 8 hours. Place the special ice cream filter into the juicer. Thaw the frozen fruits 
for 15 minutes before making, start the machine, and slowly put the fruits into the juicer to make 
authentic fruit-flavoured ice cream.

Operating steps
1. Put the juice cup on the slag outlet and pick up the ice cream;
2. Push the seasoning valve to "Soft fruits";
3. Press the button to “Forward”:
4. Ice cream will be discharged from the slag outlet.

Tips
When making fruit ice cream, you may add frozen milk according to personal taste (the frozen 
ingredient needs to be thawed at room temperature until the surface slightly soften (more than 20 
minutes of thawing in winter and more than 15 minutes in winter), and slowly mix it into the juice 
machine to make a delicious ice cream.   
Winter: Thawing time is more than 20 minutes; Summer: Thawing time is more than 15 minutes.
Put the frozen ingredients slowly into the feeding chute, the feeding interval has to be more than 5 
seconds.



Care and Cleaning

Dragon fruit ice cream (May add in yoghurt or milk a ccording to personal taste)
①Peel the dragon fruit, cut into small cubes, and freeze for 8-12 hours in freezer.
②Remove from freezer and thaw the frozen fruits for few minutes under room temperature to 

relieve the hardness;
③Place the special ice cream filter into the juicer, start the machine, put the frozen dragon fruit 

pieces in the feeding chute.
④Use a push rod to gently press the fruit cubes, place the ice cream container under the slag 

outlet, the dragon fruit ice cream is ready;
⑤Remove the filling from the biscuits, place it in a zip lock bag and close it tightly, break the 

biscuits and serve with the ice cream.
Reminder: the dragon fruit ice cream should be consumed as soon as possible.

Peach ice cream
①Wash and peel the peach, take the peach meat cut into small cubes, and freeze for 8-12 hours in 

freezer.
②Put fresh milk into refrigerator;
③Remove the prepared peach from freezer and thaw for few minutes under room temperature to 

relieve the hardness;
④Put the frozen peach cubes in the feeding chute, add fresh milk according to personal taste;
⑤Use a push rod to gently press the fruit cubes, place the ice cream container under the slag 

outlet, the peach ice cream is ready;
⑥Add in the favourite jam to make peach fresh milk ice cream.
Reminder: the peach ice cream should be consumed as soon as possible.

Cleaning
1. Wash each disassembled part with running water. If residues plug the filter mesh, please wash 

the filter with a cleaning brush.
Note: please do not wash by using iron brush and sharp washing tool.
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Maintenance
1. This product shall be used frequently to keep the motor dry.
2. For prolonged storage, keep it in a dry and ventilated place to prevent the motor from moisture 

and affecting normal usage.

Any other servicing should be performed by an authorized service representative.

3. After cleaning, dry the washed parts and store them in a clean and well-ventilated place.
Note:
① As the dried slag may affect the disassembly and cleaning, and it may also cause deterioration 

of performance. Therefore, it should be washed in time after each use.
② The rubber gasket below the juice cup is removable and washable.

Special reminder:
When washing, push the seasoning valve back and forth for easier cleaning.

2. Do not immerse the main unit into water, only use damped soft cloth to wipe clean.
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Specifications

Product 

Model 

Rated voltage 

Rated frequency 

Power 

120V~

60Hz

Max.200W 
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